
JP Graphics is a Proud Supporter 

of the 6th Annual Bridge the Gap 

Gala!
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September is Hunger Action Month, a cause that is 

becoming more prevalent as Silicon Valley grows and the 

cost of living continues to increase.  In fact, more than 1 

in 4 people are at risk of hunger in Silicon Valley, from 

seniors and children, to families and those that are 

homeless.

That’s where our Print Partners, Hunger at Home and 

Martha’s Kitchen, come in. Their Annual Bridge the Gap 

Gala was created to help bring awareness of the growing 

problem of hunger, and to provide a venue to help the 

hungry in our community.   (We had a great time at last 

year's Gala and this year's is shaping up to be even 

better!)

Take Action this Month! 

Sponsor a table or purchase tickets to

join us at the 6th Annual Bridge the Gap Gala!

October 12, 2019 | 6:00 pm | San Jose McEnery 

Convention Center



BUY TICKETS AND TABLES

BECOME A SPONSOR

A great partnership to end hunger in the Bay Area!

Hunger at Home partners with convention centers, hotels, 

resorts, stadiums, and entertainment venues to donate 

food and surplus to soup kitchens and local charities to 

feed those in need. (As well as assists with job placement 

and equipment needs!)

Martha’s Kitchen’s mission is to “feed the hungry with 

dignity, no questions asked, no judgements made”.  At the 

end of 2018, they have served over 4,500,000 

meals since their founding, thanks to their collaboration 

with other meal sites and Hunger at Home. 

JP Graphics is a proud print sponsor and supporter of 

these charitable organizations as we believe no one 

should go hungry, especially in the heart of Silicon Valley. 

The 6th Annual Bridge the Gap Gala is a wonderful way 

to support your community and help your neighbors at the 

same time. Help join us in the mission of ending hunger in 

Silicon Valley, by purchasing a ticket or becoming a 

sponsor today!


